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Outline of the Presentation
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North West
CPR 3.6

TFR 6.7

South West
CPR 24.9

TFR 4.6

North Central
CPR 12.4

TFR 5.3

North East
CPR 2.7

TFR 6.3

South 

East

CPR 11.0

TFR 4.7

South

South

CPR 16.4

TFR 4.3

MMR*: 1,025

MMR: 1,549

MMR*:  165

MMR*: 285

• Pop 8,252,366 (NBS 2018 Projection)

• MMR        1025/100,000 live birth

• WRA         1,838,942 

• mCPR 18.5%; all methods 20.1%

• Unmet Needs: 10%

• TFR 4.1

• Desire to Use:

• Urban 23.%
• Rural   27.%

• Non Users
• Non-intenders: 52.7%
• Intenders 28.2%

• FP Blueprint CPR Target 47%

• What needs to be achieved – 26.9%

CONTEXT

Source of Data: NDHS 2013; NURHI Landscape Study 2014

CPR 20.1%

TFR 4.1
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CONTEXT
Kaduna North

Kaduna South

Chikun

Zaria

Giwa

Sabon Gari Kudan

Kachia

Kauru

Zangon Kataf

Jema’a

Lere

Igabi

Soba

Kubau

Phase 1 LGAs

Phase 2 LGAs

Non-NURHI LGA

2/3 of LGAs = 15 of 23

71% of the Population

Expansion

Scaling up & Sustainability

• New Geographies

• Speed

• Urgency

• Resource deployment

• Logistics requirement

New Implementation Structure and State Own Resources



• Success/Proof of Concept

• New Design/Proof of Intervention

• Changing Intervention Landscape

o Policy Reforms
§ PHCUOR

§ 255 Facilities

§ SOML

o Expanding interest in FP programming by other implementing partners

o National Blue Print/FP CIP required robust advocacy…

• It is important to note that: In changing times or dynamic environments, previous 
experiences may not apply as much as the situation and landscape have 
changed/are changing.
• So you don jump at the first solution… it require deeper learning and consensus building...

• relying on the same assumptions or action plans can be a damaging mistake
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Context: Why Visioning



It is important to note that: 

• In changing times or dynamic environments, previous experiences may not 
apply as much as the situation and landscape have changed/are changing.

• So you don’t jump at the first solution… it require deeper learning and 
consensus building...

• relying on the same assumptions or action plans can be a damaging 
mistake
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Context: Why Visioning



• Higher mCPR performance

• Understand whether the state was ready for intense 

programming with multiple players and if not stimulate it

• Define State FP focus

• Resource need

• Human

• Space 

• Logistics

• Leadership, Coordination, Synergy, and Sustainability
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Context: Expectation



• A corner stone in the Scaling up strategy; A roundtable to accommodate all…! 
An attempt at a jigsaw puzzle...!

• It harnesses the power of collaborative partnership through a shared vision of 
where we need to be… and how we may each contribute to that future

• Build consensus on collaborative accountability that is broad to accomodate 
Govt, partners and civil society commitments

• Create focal points working together towards a shared commitment around 
o Policy and funding mechanism
o Common drive towards implementation
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Context: What is “FP Visioning Workshop”



• Designed to move away from the present into the future
• All Inclusive, Collaborative, Participatory, Interactive, Panel, Booth, Experience 

Sharing, FP Resource Mapping
• Pushed the frontiers of Status Quo, Challenged embedded positions…

• Designed to stimulate change and more attention for Family Planning:
• Costed Implementation Plan (CIP) – Ready and disseminated!

• Implementation Road Map 

• Resource Mobilization tool

• Performance monitoring plan

• Panel Discussion focused on:
• Bottleneck analysis

• Implication of reforms and concerns around: 
• Ease of implementation in view of reforms, 

• Time to impact
• Impact on CPR
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Design 



• Coordination Improved

• Intervention mapping was undertaken by the SPHCDA

• Partner coordination meetings initiated and transitioned into FP/CBS TWG

• Budget-line created, cash backed and released; and utilization tracked by TWG

• N100m/US$303,000 DSMDA

• Ownership of the CBS - CIP centerpiece of State Policy and Operational guideline

• Program synergy with SOML 

• N65m/ SOML
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Result



• Requires careful planning, advocacy and commitment and takes 
time to plan well

• Push back for a separate coordinating mechanism for FP 
program from MNCH Steering Committee instigated by some 
partners

• Post-workshop implementation of agreement was slow in 
coming
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Challenges



• Visioning Workshop – a consensus building and reflective meeting
• Provided impetus for state’s visible leadership of FP program – deepening 

coordination
• Deepened state’s knowledge and documentation of the full strength of partners in the 

FP arena
• Improved opportunity for collaboration and learning through regular coordination 

meetings, communication and participation in problem solving

• Implementation of workshop agreement required some tenacity, 
persistence and careful planning and solicitation

• Shared vision sustained to-date at the focal point of the Technical Working 
Group

• FP is now recognised in Kaduna as a development agenda rather than just 
health issue
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Lessons Learned



Collaboration was open and highly productive

It encompassed the strength, tenacity, and courage that the FP 
landscape needed

It highlighted a great example of how trusted partnership can 

expand the scope of success
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Lessons Learned



Framework for making smarter decisions

• Questions to ask before decisions in times of change:

• What worked before?

• Its not the only solution but a possibility

• Set your mind to innovate but know what was done before

• What has changed from before?

• What changed from when it worked previously?

• What solutions have others found to related problem?

• Use the innovation of others to innovate yourself

• Study other fields to learn new and better ways to approach old problems… the more 
evidence of others experiences and solutions you have the better your solution will be.
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Lessons Learned




